
MINUTES OF THE EDUCATION MASTER PLAN COMMITTEE MEETING
October 10, 2013

Attendance:      Debbie Brooks, Alex Taber, Eden Quimzon, Rick Adams, Leah Freidenrich, Dora Contreras-Bright, Anne Hauscarriague, Roberta Tragarz,
                Carolyn Motokane, Theresa Buck, Melinda Womack, Rebecca Mikhail, Jessica Gilbert

Absent:          Rudy Tjiptahadi, Aaron Voelcker, Aracely Mora, Marilyn Flores
Guest:           Dora Contreras-Bright

Mission Statement
Santiago Canyon College is an innovative learning community dedicated to intellectual and personal growth.  Our purpose is to foster student success and to help students achieve these core outcomes: to learn, to act, to communicate and to think critically.  We are committed to maintaining standards of excellence and providing accessible, transferable, and engaging education to a diverse community.  (Approved 9/10/2013)

AGENDA ITEM
DISCUSSION
TASKS/FOLLOW-UP
Introduction
	Permanent Student representative: Rebecca Mikhail


	Approval of Minutes

	 September 12, 2013 - Rejected





The committee suggested removing prior members Jim Isbell, Isabelle Lee, and Joyce Wagner and correct name spellings.
Change Mission Statement to approved version.
Follow-up for Financial Aid interview changed from the word “asterisk” to “footnote”.
	Career Services Discussion

Career Services:
Alex:     Question #2 (#7 is same relation)
Leah     Question #3
Anne:    Question #8
Debbie:  Question #12
Eden     Question #13
Melinda: Question 16

Discussion:  #5 Hot Job referrals: What are Hot Jobs?

Response:  A job that is available at that time v. knowledge of a job that may be up coming. 

Discussion:  Carolyn/ Roberta: Student Services Initiative. The students are not enrolled in Counseling, could they do a workshop instead? How is Student Success defined?

	Career Services Dialogue with Dora Contreras-Bright

Commendations/comments were read aloud to Dora Contreras-Bright.

Career Services interview with Dora Contreras-Bright:

#2 There appears to be a slight (and possibly insignificant) decline in various performance measures in 2010-2011compared to 2011-2012. This is evident in the SLO assessment data, orientations, and career developmental assistance. Was there any fundamental difference between these two years or is this just normal year-to-year sampling variability? For example: the data analysis decline, data set 3 (2010, 2012). 

Response:  It depends on how the presentation focus puts extra emphasis on the determination.

#3 Does the age of the department’s computers limit the kinds of software that can be utilized?

Response:  No, there is no money to buy it, but it does slow things down. An example is a class of 35, Eureka online can be slow as well as to boot up too. It is not necessarily the software. The rotation of the technology committee has an impact. Wi-Fi access was not compatible for 10 computers that were brought in. Bandwidth was added which helped. Now the Wi-Fi works fine. Students use their phones and I Pads to follow along with the program. It has been a great success.

#8 Description Services, Career Development and Job Preparation Workshops. Pg. 5. Career Services has partnered with the Division of Business & Career Tech Ed since Spring of 2012. Is this alliance still in existence? Have you connected with other divisions/departments/faculty to help with these workshops? As one of the challenges listed on page 8 is a reduction in workshops in these very areas, might this be a collaborative approach to “do more with less?”
 
Response:  The alliance still works together and funding is provided to use Bridges. There are some funds for 10 hours per week per person. CTE has no staff to help with workshops right now.

#12 Has the Student Success Initiative redefined the scope and function of Career Services? If so, how?

Response:  The Student Success Initiative is still being hammered out. It will have an impact with Career Services but with students not yet. 

#13 Is there a mechanism for Career Services to track employment information on students who received job assistance? This may be useful data.

Response:  That would be awesome to have assistance to follow up. Only students who have come back and share results. For example, a student who received an Internship: there is documentation of the students’ excitement about being part of the Internship but there is no archive available.

To ask people who have been placed with students for Internships is a time issue. Student that ask for help with the application or resume we follow up with if we do not hear back within 1 week. They can come to see me and I help the student get the job. An example is a student who received a Water District internship. I followed up with a phone call and email to make sure they are getting responses.

As far as being a student advocate, students are not paid for job done but I am not like a staffing agency.

#16 How do students who are not in a counseling class find out about or get access to these services?

Response:  Posters on campus, word of mouth, and presentations but so many students come in to see us. There are 2 kinds of students that come in: the first just needs a little coaching and are tech savvy. The other needs more assistance to find their way or needs help with their career search. 

An example would be a student with a speech impediment. I called and emailed to the possible employers and gave them a heads up about his limitations but also the kind of student he is. More of sending out a good vibe about him. As it turns out, he got the job!

Comment from Rick:  What question would you ask yourself? There are some services that have been lost, are they ever coming back? Like the kindergarten class visits.

Response:  There is no money to buy or pay for the expenses, we lost all of it.

Rick:  We appreciate the data matrix. Good data that points moving forward. Students rate on survey difficulty to see someone which demonstrates need.

  Response:  For Career Services to assist with job placement off campus to collect data there is just no time to collect. Advise committee to the importance of collecting to collect some data. Online data collector but takes 3 years of man hours.

Carolyn:  Counseling 101College Survival v. 116 Career Development have students reference to career which they are not getting in 101. There are 40 sections at a time in 116.

Response:  116 and 101’s requirement for the Ed Plan Inst. To development is to inform of the course. Career Development visits 101 classes to switch future focus on Bridges to find reliable, credible services are found. Part of the SLO population is 101 students.

	Academic Program Review Due Date Discussion

Roberta: Due date possible approval is October 22nd at earliest.  Things went well for Aaron who was very eloquent. Several pieces of information were given and rushed through once they got going along.

Second read will be voted on Tuesday. Rick presented this last Tuesday the 8th. Some key points are up for review and why. They are pretty prepared for Senate.

Aaron needs 1 week to populate data for each department. Should be ready Early November to go to chairs. Available to FLEX and Spring break.

Consider last go around with departments having trouble and need support in data collection.

Debbie:  Anticipating how/why staff need help – FLEX workshops can be done to help and gives them time to complete OR if they have them completed or nearly completed, what things are left to do, there is time to finish it up.

Rick:  There could be a 2 tier approach: 50% orientation and 50 % workshop that they could bring in a draft to work on. The ultimate deadline of Spring means they could be more than half done.

Refinement of previous program review is an encouraging note. They should be able to fast track to get them done.

Debbie:  The workshop will get them started if they have not already. They can divide up tasks. Give out a possible incentive to encourage them to complete. Appeal to foundation for a dinner drawing (maybe like a Wise Guys certificate).
First day of classes, February 10th could be the drawing and target support for FLEX to help those who need it.
Debbie moved to make the workshop in FLEX a pre-deadline and March 17th, 2014 the final deadline. Dora seconded and the motion passed unanimously.

Committee to email Roberta incentive ideas.
	Annual Goals

Nothing to add since Aaron is not here to approve.

Student Services has a different cycle (2013-2015) which they are working on but have not turned in.

About the time Academic Review is to be done Student Services should be ready.

Rick:  Template review: There is some alignment but there are 2 templates to work with.

	Action Plan Items

Roberta:  12a review: Are we doing it? Think so. 

In Review of Academic Progress Review annually added in minutes as part of our responsibility. Make them/us aware.

	Ideas regarding QCC’s submission guidelines

Roberta:  When we do Academic Program Review limit on questions they submit. Can be 8-10 questions per person which is too much to consider in 15 minutes.

Debbie:  Questions should be submitted the week before so they can be put together and them out.  These are top three or the ones I like or keep doing all questions. Submit no more than ?? questions. We should revisit soon to decide on 5 questions. Highlight 1 question and 1 commendation that stick out the most. Roberta to review last time. Next meeting we need to discuss with guest. 

Rick:  See how this method works. If not then they can try another way. 5 question limit but no limit on commendations. Bold the question that you feel is most important. Initial after each question for Roberta to work through.

	Remaining SSPR’s:

Nov. 14: EOP&S/CARE and CalWORKS (new game plan for 01/24 meeting)
Cal WORKS November 14, 2013 


	Fall Semester meetings

11/14, 12/12/13
Melinda moved to adjourn meeting at 4:06PM Theresa seconded and the vote was unanimous.
Next meeting:
The next meeting will be Thursday, November 4, 2013, 2:30 – 4:00 p.m.



